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Physicians began to record case notes and, in consequence, medical practice became a fundamentally discursive enterprise perhaps as early as the first appearances of the Asclepian temple inscriptions and of the forty-two case histories that make up Books 1 and 3 of Hippocrates' *Epidemics*. However, the written records kept by physicians were not fully instrumental in the professional institutionalization of medicine until the end of the eighteenth century. Recently, scholarly and critical attention has been turned to the signifying practices and to the *poetics* of the clinical case history, or, as the neurologist Oliver Sacks calls it, the "clinical tale." But this attention also raises some problems. Medical narratives cannot easily be read as literary artifacts, and the methodologies of literary criticism employed to scrutinize them, without neglecting their foundation in the experience of the body and in the social and medical roles of clinical diagnosis.

We need, rather, to investigate the conventional structures of case-history writing in their clinical context to understand how the fundamental linearity of the patient history derives from the reconstituted and unified story it contains. In this reconstitutive process authority is displaced from the case historian to the text. By discussing the history in relation to theories about other kinds of narrative—historical, anthropological, and literary—this essay examines the patient history as a way of knowing the human body and the human being. I shall argue that the patient history depends for its structure on a codified narrative form...
that works with the materials of chronicle, ethnography, and biography. Rules governing case reporting play a crucial role in the diagnostic process because the patient history reflects an epistemology of the body.

I. Toward a History of Case Reporting

To investigate the narrative genealogies and operations of the case history, it is first necessary to trace the provenance of this hybrid form of writing. The Hippocratic cases in the Epidemics inaugurate formal case recording in the West, though they remain largely descriptive, and other writings from antiquity, such as the treatise "On the Interrogation of the Patient," by Rufus of Ephesus, suggest that anamnesis is not a modern art. The seventeenth century's renewed interest in Hippocratic medicine—a medical practice based on speaking with and observing patients—turned one of the emphases of medical practice back to history taking and case recording. The Italian iatrophysicist Giorgio Baglivi was an important early modern proponent, along with the better-known physicians Hermann Boerhaave and Thomas Sydenham, of the importance of observation in physic. The first specific calls for a systematic record keeping in medical practice came from John Bellers's Essay Towards the Improvement of Physick in 1714, and in 1731 from Francis Clifton's Tabular Observations recommended as the plainest and surest way of practising and improving Physick. These systems, however, focused on data collection and correlation: they built nosologies rather than differential diagnoses. The full shift into placing diagnostic importance on a record of the body's story occurred during the later eighteenth century, when diagnosis began to move away from the constraints of the humoral framework, as well as from astrological and iatrochemical theories, and began instead to rely on a combination of the patient's narrative and visual observation.

The turn to organized case recording in medical practice coincided with a burgeoning of narrative forms in other cultural arenas; the eighteenth century in Europe witnessed in particular the birth of periodical journalism and the novel. This merger of a descriptive, or scientific, form of case recording with other forms of writing that partook more clearly of social and cultural change (demographic shifts, the formation of a mercantile class, the spread of literacy, the birth of a marketplace for words as well as for commercial goods) is for many reasons not surprising. The physician's shifting social position itself mandated participation in the production of cultural discourses, in part because the
physician was gradually taking over for the clergymen in matters of
health. At first, this occurred largely in the social realm, as demonstrated
by the language of lay medical advice. We know from the period’s diaries
and correspondence that patients put themselves “into the care of” or
“in the hands of” or “under” medical practitioners, and these practi-
tioners “pronounced,” “declared,” or were “of the opinion.”

Nevertheless, medical knowledge was not spirited away to its own
domain and professionally guarded there until the end of the eighteenth
century. This is clear, the historian Roy Porter has shown, from the
evidence of eighteenth-century periodicals: the Gentleman’s Magazine, for
example, instituted a medical correspondence feature in 1751, and its
technical nature seems to confirm that medical knowledge of a quite
sophisticated sort existed in a common province and was not yet exclu-
sively owned by trained consultants.8 This shared world of knowledge
allowed patients and physicians to negotiate at the bedside about ther-
apapeutic intervention.9 Disease in the eighteenth century was no longer
read as a providential sign or instrument, and the narrative of illness
was no longer, even in part, a spiritual narrative in which the body
operated merely as a casing for the soul. However, the spectacle of
disease, though becoming increasingly understood as a material spectacle,
was not yet a monopolized zone inhabited solely by the prognosticating
medical expert.10

Beginning in the eighteenth century, these experts received part
of their training by keeping detailed case notebooks on the patients they
observed. Students of Pierre Foubert, chief surgeon at the Charité hos-
pital in Paris from 1735–45, counted among their clinical responsibilities
the obligation “to keep an exact journal of the disease and of the course
of treatment of those who had been confided to [them]. At the end of
the cure, in cases of cures and, after the autopsy, in cases of deaths,
[they] would write up [their] findings in the form of a reasoned obser-
vation.”11 In their 1778 proposal for a teaching hospital, Claude-François
Duchanoy and Jean-Baptiste Jumelin included under student duties the
requirement to “carefully observe everything which occurs relative to
the diseases and medications in order to be able to give a precise and
accurate account (by memory and in writing) to the physicians and their
colleagues during the next rounds.”12 Accurate observation, communi-
cated in written records, became the basis for clinical medicine and for
the early-nineteenth-century development not only of widely institu-
tionalized clinical instruction, but also eventually of clinical statistics as
a basis for research.13 The clinical case histories that the eighteenth cen-
tury produced were elaborate and aimed at precision and detachment
as well as at diagnostic documentation. Because, even in the late eighteenth century, sophisticated technologies and laboratory data did not yet impinge from outside the physician's observational ken (and physicians were only then beginning to touch their patients), a focus on the patient's sense impressions made these documents very concrete.14

Although some medical historians view the Asclepian temple inscriptions as the first case histories,15 record keeping was sporadic and idiosyncratic until records became absolutely necessary to the practice of medicine as a system of both scientific and social authority—until, that is, barber-surgeons and surgeon-apothecaries gave way to physicians who were university-trained members of regulated professional organizations. The general historical assumption has been that medicine remained a bedside or protoclinical practice until the French Revolution, at which time the clinic—or modern hospital medicine—was born.16 Early clinics were simply nosological theaters, whereas practical observational diagnosis and treatment require an institutional structure to support hospital teaching, ambulatory services, dispensaries, and the development of pathological anatomy itself. The Hippocratic art of passive observation could be replaced by active therapeutics only when diagnoses could include statistical considerations and when clinical correlations could be based on frequency. The human body became less opaque, partly as a consequence of clinical practices such as the autopsy (autopsies became routine by the end of the eighteenth century) that involved the composition of rigidly structured reports. The hospital could become a new site for clinical experience and for the production, accumulation, and reproduction of medical knowledge only insofar as institutional records could be kept and conventional expectations and formal requirements for these records were established.17 The patient chart, from this point on, becomes coadjutant with patients and physicians themselves in the production of what has come to be called the clinical picture.

II. Clinical Pictures

The current patient history of the sort that begins "Jane Doe is a 38-year-old woman with a history of diabetes since the age of 12" has evolved from the need to identify certain features of the patient-physician encounter in the case record. This form derives not only from the codification procedures in record keeping that accompanied professionalization in medical practice, but also from an array of narrative forms that have been used in the service of telling stories about the human body.
The argument that the patient history has a poetics requires some illustrative texts from a range of narrative traditions. The examples here each concern neurological symptoms and are presented in chronological order to facilitate a better understanding of the genealogical connections between them.

We need to begin with an account that precedes structural codification and technological expertise. On 17 June 1783, the great lexicographer, poet, dramatist, biographer, and critic Samuel Johnson wrote an account of what was clearly a cerebrovascular accident. Johnson’s story requires citation at length:

On Monday, the 16th, I sat for my picture, and walked a considerable way with little inconvenience. In the afternoon and evening I felt myself light and easy, and began to plan schemes of life. Thus I went to bed, and in a short time waked and sat up, as has long been my custom, when I felt a confusion and indistinctness in my head, which lasted, I suppose, about half a minute. I was alarmed, and prayed GOD, that however he might afflict my body, he would spare my understanding. This prayer, that I might try the integrity of my faculties, I made in Latin verse. The lines were not very good, but I knew them not to be very good: I made them easily, and concluded myself to be unimpaired in my faculties.

Soon after I perceived that I had suffered a paralytick stroke, and that my speech was taken from me. I had no pain, and so little dejection in this dreadful state, that I wondered at my own apathy, and considered that perhaps death itself, when it should come, would excite less horror than seems now to attend it.

In order to rouse the vocal organs, I took two drams. Wine has been celebrated for the production of eloquence. I put myself into violent motion, and I think repeated it; but all was vain. I then went to bed, and, strange as it may seem, I think, slept. When I saw light, it was time to contrive what I should do. Though God stopped my speech, he left me my hand; I enjoyed a mercy which was not granted to my dear friend Lawrence, who now perhaps overlooks me as I am writing, and rejoices that I have what he wanted. My first note was necessarily to my servant, who came in talking, and could not immediately comprehend why he should read what I put into his hands.

I then wrote a card to Mr. Allen, that I might have a discreet friend at hand, to act as occasion should require. In penning this note, I had some difficulty; my hand, I knew not how nor why, made wrong letters. . . . My physicians are very friendly, and give me great hopes;
but you may imagine my situation. I have so far recovered my vocal powers, as to repeat the Lord's Prayer with no very imperfect articulation. My memory, I hope, yet remains as it was; but such an attack produces solicitude for the safety of every faculty.\textsuperscript{18}

Johnson's speech improved rapidly, though for a time his articulation was slow and talking for more than short periods fatigued him. This event, recounted in a letter to his friend Hester Thrale in Bath, presaged the beginning of Johnson's physical decline: by 1783, he suffered from a chronic bronchitis that had turned into emphysema, congestive heart failure that was evidenced in his complaints of dropsy, circulatory problems that may have culminated in this cerebral event, and the progressive arthritis that he persisted in calling "gout," a fairly all-purpose medical term in the eighteenth century. He died in December 1784, eighteen months later. It is not possible from Johnson's narrative alone to pinpoint the exact anatomical location of the lesion that precipitated this event. But despite the fact that he could not have understood the physiology of what had happened in his brain, Johnson's self-diagnosis—a "paralytick stroke"—was accurate: he had suffered a cerebral ischemic attack that evolved into a mild stroke.\textsuperscript{19}

One of Samuel Johnson's physicians was well known: William Heberden (1710-1801), who saw his patient on 17 June 1783, the day of his stroke. In the Heberden manuscripts at the Royal College of Physicians, London, in a section on "Paralysis," the doctor jotted the following observation on Johnson: "Voice suddenly went in man aged 74, mind and limbs affected; voice almost restored within a few days."\textsuperscript{20}

Johnson has become here not human being or even human body, but an accumulation of voice, mind, and limbs. Heberden writes about the patient as other; this clipped account differs from Johnson's version of his experience in that its staccato, stripped-down language reveals a radical, metaphorical absence of the subject in official clinical prose. Indeed, what is so remarkable about Johnson's own account of his stroke is the absolute presence of its subject, of the great Lexiphanes himself in full literary regalia. Johnson's clinical self-portrait presents him, not as other in relation to his narrating voice, but as a man determined to remain in control.

It is useful to compare the prose of Johnson and Heberden to a more self-consciously composed autobiographical narrative. This is a third-person account published in 1973 by a Norwegian neuroanatomist writing about his own illness:
The patient is a 62-year-old professor of anatomy who was suddenly taken ill during a lecture-trip abroad. He had had no serious ailments. About a year before, one evening in the course of a few minutes he suddenly had paraesthesiae around the left corner of the mouth, in the radial side of the left hand and in the left great toe. There was dizziness on vertical movements of the head. The paraesthesiae and the dizziness persisted, although in diminishing intensity, for nine months.

The present illness started suddenly when the patient woke up and turned in his bed on the morning of April 12, 1972. In the course of a few minutes an initial heavy, but uncharacteristic, dizziness was followed by dysarthria, double vision and a marked paresis of the left arm and leg. There was no loss of consciousness, no headache or vomiting and no stiffness of the neck. In the very beginning, there were paraesthesiae of the left side of the head, especially the scalp.

Brodai, the author of a neuroanatomy textbook as well as the victim of an insult to the brain, understands, unlike Samuel Johnson, the physiology of what is happening to him. He dwells, as Johnson does, particularly on everyday disturbances, and we sense his sudden realization of disorder when his world uncharacteristically alters as he turns over in bed. But this patient has access to a specialized vocabulary (dysarthria; paraesthesia; paresis) with which to describe his experience. By subsuming himself as patient into the role of formal narrating historian, Brodai thereby produces a narrative that presents a man determined to come to terms with the slippage of bodily control.

Brodai describes an experience one researcher calls "a sudden discontinuation of self," in which the stroke victim experiences himself or herself "as a stranger and an alien in his own environment." Surely this could also be said of Samuel Johnson. Brodal's account is specific enough (with its accompanying data) to locate the site of his lesion as a branch of the middle cerebral artery. It reproduces a clash between the patient's experience of physical uneasiness, of change from his normal experience of the world, and the distancing terminology that explains this change in pathophysiologic terms. In Brodal's case, the conjunction of patient and physician makes the clash especially poignant.

A 1986 account of a woman eventually diagnosed with malignant lymphoma of the central nervous system contains some of the features of disjunction present in both Johnson's and Brodal's case narratives.
This patient presented with neurologic complaints and died as a result of respiratory failure. The case presentation begins:

A 55-year-old right-handed woman was admitted to the hospital because of blurred vision.

She was well until 28 months earlier, when she began to experience blurring of vision in both eyes. An ophthalmologist found no history of a preceding respiratory tract infection and made a diagnosis of "papillitis." Her symptoms resolved in six weeks on prednisone. She was then well until nine months before admission, when numbness developed in the right hand, and she dropped a cup of coffee from that hand. The numbness waxed and waned during several days and then worsened, accompanied by headache and slurred speech.

The history draws clearly from material elicited from the patient: she remembers the dropped cup of coffee as a key sign to her of something wrong, and the physician’s account maintains that sense of everyday gestures gone awry by including this detail. We get a sense of the patient as an individual who is careful and controlled, not the sort of person to lose her grip on a coffee cup. The case presentation depicts someone who is under control and whose chief complaint—of blurred binocular vision—is also in a larger way a complaint about the loss of control over her body.

This history’s opening is written in the language of its subject; technical jargon is avoided in such a way that the reader can imagine the questions the physician asked to elicit the information. That clarity changes later in the report. On subsequent visits, we learn that “while the patient was playing tennis, she noticed difficulty in depth perception. She subsequently observed a ‘purplish haze’ in the right visual field” and “the patient reported the onset of diplopia five days earlier, and four days thereafter she was aware of drooping of the right upper lid and dizziness. That evening a mild ache developed in the right periorbital area.” Even a patient who is described, in one of the report’s oddest phrases, as “a thin woman with excellent use of language” is unlikely to refer to “diplopia” to report double vision, nor is she apt to locate a headache “in the right periorbital area.” The physician takes over as the case record moves away from the history to the physical and then on to more technical accounts of studies ordered and medications given.

All three of these case reports demonstrate that a certain sense of self-division characterizes neurologic ailments and that the fear of losing self-control fuels the patient’s anxieties. In addition, the two twentieth-
century reports reflect the modern acceptance of the physician’s authority and, relatedly and perhaps of greater importance, of the authority of scientific description and technological intervention. For Heberden, Brodal, and the New England Journal of Medicine historians, the patient is clinicalized in medical language: the human woman who drops coffee cups and plays tennis as the history begins becomes, as the report progresses, an accumulation of computed tomographic (CT-scan) findings and increasingly severe pathologies.

Johnson and Brodal are, of course, not typical clinical historians for many reasons, but chiefly because they are doing self-description. But all three of these histories demonstrate that physicians participate in constructing stories about bodies, and that the construction of these stories is part of the politics of the cure the patient seeks. If pain and illness themselves clamp down on language and constrict the production of discourse, as the literary critic Elaine Scarry has argued, then the physician works with the patient to rebuild narrative “speakability.” The codified structure of the modern patient history derives from the need to harness this speakability.

III. Historiography and the Patient History

Johnson in the eighteenth century and Brodal in the twentieth make ideal case historians in light of the dictum once proposed by Plato that those who want to become physicians should first experience all the illnesses they want to cure. This view holds that sense experience precedes other ways of understanding the world, that the body produces the primary kind of knowledge from which all other knowing must derive. Case histories—by the physician, by the patient, or by the biographer—try to mirror sense experience, to re-embbody the body in language. The objective body becomes the subject and, according to the critic Jean Starobinski, “Knowledge [in the French sense of science] of the body can and must be understood as knowledge which issues from the body and not as knowledge which aims at the body.” This knowledge is recorded in medical writing’s most essential form, the case report; accurate diagnosis depends upon its discourse and its protocols. The case report shifts fluidly between representational, clinical, and rhetorical strategies and modes, engaging a variety of contradictory practices with its self-reflexivity and its apparent unself-consciousness. In other words, the case history is a coded document that aspires to be self-contained and entirely explicable from within.
The case reports cited above demonstrate that in a broad sense the case history engages the conventional features of historical and literary writing. As a consequence, a case report’s success or failure as an authoritative account of the etiology and progress of disease constitutes a general paradigm for narratives of the human body. Clinical diagnosis, in fact, contains a narrative epistemology in its effort to encapsulate particular kinds of knowledge about the body. The case history’s purpose is to narrow down the possibilities for disorder by a rigidly structured account that moves from first impressions to hypotheses to firm diagnoses. Three factors enter the discourse of the case report as it has been taught to medical students since the 1890s: first, symptoms, or complaints—the patient’s own subjective perception of deviations from normal health; second, signs—the objective manifestations of disease located by the physician during a physical examination; and third (and historically most recent), laboratory findings.27

The history is presented in a more or less standard order (there are variations, but they remain variations on a theme) that began to be established in the early nineteenth century and became codified in the last decade of the century as follows: (1) identifying information; (2) chief complaint; (3) history of present illness (or HPI); (4) past medical history; (5) system review; (6) family history; and (7) social history. This composition differs fundamentally from other clinicohistorical writings (e.g., progress notes, discharge summaries) in that its structure conforms to a standard. Even the relatively recent innovation of Lawrence Weed’s “problem-oriented medical record” (the SOAP technique: subjective data—the history itself, objective data, assessments, plans) has historical roots in the nineteenth century, when hospital record keeping began to be institutionalized.28 But whatever the system, now as earlier, the central section of the record—the HPI—presents a narrative. It stitches together the patient’s complaints into a series of logical diagnostic clues that can frame a recognizable clinical picture.

The language of the patient history is as prescribed as its structure, and two crucial guidelines dominate. The chief complaint with which the patient presents should, if possible, be transcribed in the patient’s own words. (Physicians are instructed, for example, to beware translating “I get dizzy” as “patient experiences vertigo.”) And although all other sections of the report may be composed in telegraphic phrases, the HPI is written in complete sentences, a requirement stressed in medical textbooks to the point of exhortation. There is no doubt in the pedagogic literature of medical training, beginning in the nineteenth century, that this narration as narration embraces the heart of medical practice.29
HPI requires complete sentences because, even though a chronological list or set of jotted phrases, like the annals form of historical writing, can be read as a narrative, it lacks syntax, the written relationship between events and observations that builds clear bridges from fact to fact. It is syntax, in a sense, that undergirds diagnosis.

The requirement for complete sentences in the HPI is routinely taught to medical students but never much reflected upon, and this requirement is worth looking at for its theoretical implications, for what it says about how the body can be written up into language, into a sequential series of observations that follow syntactic rules. (Facts, findings, laboratory results can be written down in list form; the history is always written up.) In this linear history, Western medical discourse postulates that illness can be, at least momentarily (long enough, that is, to study, classify, and pass judgment on it), dissociable from the ill person. This dissociation takes place through the objectified sequencing of bodily events that the physician seeks to elicit from the patient and to impose in the history. Disease is described and understood as something on which it is possible to act; indeed, the history serves as the arena from which the action will emanate. The history’s discourse, then, is technical and materialist.30

Still, this discourse follows many of the patterns that narrativist historians and theorists of historiography have brought to our attention.31 Corporeal experience, like other experience, comes to us seriatim, and the historian’s task is to synthesize meaning from an assemblage of these serial moments and to serialize and prioritize the simultaneous. Narrative in history writing is itself a form of explanation because it reconstructs a course of events.32 Any assertion of causality, then, results, especially in medical narrative, in a story of improvement, of deterioration, or of oscillation between the two. Narrative history also implies continuity and isolatable causality; but while historical writing elides competing versions of the past, the medical case history aims at a differential diagnosis leading to several possible disease agents that might explain all symptoms, even as one singular explanation always represents the efficient ideal.33

That narration is enlisted at all in a scientific discipline as a major problem-solving technique itself raises questions. The right to narrate, the intellectual historian Hayden White remarks, always hinges on some defined relationship to authority, but its use in science is suspect because science is “a practice which must be as critical about the way it describes its objects of study as it is about the way it explains their structures and processes.”34 Louis Mink, a philosopher, draws a related conclusion,
arguing that science, unlike inherently narrative disciplines such as history, can produce what he calls "detachable conclusions," whereas historical assertions are "represented by the narrative order itself . . . exhibited rather than demonstrated . . . ." The case history, as a genre of writing, conceives of human experience in a particular way and seems to assume, as the literary critic Steven Marcus has argued in a discussion of Freud's history of Dora, that a healthy life embodies a connected narrative, a story with a proper linear sequence, whereas disease signifies, in part, an inability to give an adequate account of oneself and produces a narrative of disjunction.

Because the physician is constrained to elicit and produce an account that can yield at least a differential if not a firm diagnosis, the case report can never be read merely as a simple source of information, as an analytic description; it always implicitly interprets in the process of its narrative structure. In translating the patient's experience into a clinical text, the physician must also interpret that experience to produce a diagnostic explanation, then persuade readers that this diagnosis is correct on the basis not only of evidence, but also of rhetorical appeal—the ways in which ruptures in the experience are filled in and in which reconstructions build a clinical picture whose mysteries have been solved. It is important to point out that only diagnosed disease that is fully understood in its physiological progression operates in this way—that is, runs an expected course—and even this expectation can at any time be disrupted in an individual case. Narrative truth rests not on evidence or actual events alone, but on closure as well. One of the rules for producing the history is a rule that has been called clinical parsimony. That is, "the smaller the ratio of explanatory cause to subsequent effect, the better the interpretation," or, one cause is better than many.

A theoretical problem of narration is that it ceases to be stable, to be simple, unfraught, and autonomous storytelling, as soon as we try to detach the told from the telling and thereby open up new epistemological questions. Edward Gibbon, for example, writing about his composition of The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, commented on the falsifications to which problems in the telling may lead the historian. "I owe it to myself, and to historic truth," he wrote, "to declare, that some circumstances . . . are founded only on conjecture and analogy. The stubbornness of our language has sometimes forced me to deviate from the conditional into the indicative mood." Unlike Henry Fielding, who repeatedly interrupts what he calls his "history" of the foundling Tom Jones with admonitions such as "Reader, take care," Gibbon admits the artificiality of his stance. He does not have
the temerity of a Fielding, who justifies his new form of writing (the novel, paradoxically) by arguing, "I am not writing a system but a history, and I am not obliged to reconcile every matter to the received notions concerning truth and nature." The physician-historian cannot get away with this; "every matter" (what the patient had for breakfast, the chemical composition of the patient’s urine) must be reconciled in the diagnostic process. Historical discourse, Roland Barthes has remarked, is uniformly assertive, certified or certifiable, established and verified. It is a discourse of facts that ignores its own linguistic material, that presumes that it represents a pure and neutral copy of the real. It is as though the facts targeted by the historian’s account of them have an existence outside the text that embodies them. That text is always double in medical case histories because it is both a written object and the representation of an inhabited body. This doubleness produces a tension that derives from the case history’s sui generis inwardness and that can be located in the contradictions among its presentational modes.

IV. Diagnosis, Historiography, and “Thick Description”

The tension in a case narrative derives also from the necessarily incomplete relation between objective data and subjective complaints: the case historian’s representation of disease rarely duplicates the patient’s sense of inhabiting a symptomatic body, and generic nosological description rarely mirrors in an exact way the experience of given suffering human beings. These relations between what can loosely be designated objective and subjective accounts determine the nature and form of the clinical history and raise the fundamental question posed by any case history: does the disease derive from the life of an individual, or is the individual life constructed by disease? In a classic article on the case history, Walther Riese argues that the clinical history starts with subjectivity and that objective diagnoses and therapeutic plans derive from the signification of subjective signs. Riese proposes that “it is not the history of the disease which leads to an understanding of the life history but the latter which may induce an understanding of the former.”

The interaction between objectivity and subjectivity, or between external and internal factors, is not only a modern problem; it emerges as a central theme in a well-known work of 1733, The English Malady; or, A Treatise of Nervous Diseases of All Kinds, As Spleen, Vapours, Lowness of Spirits, Hypochondriacal, and Hysterical Distempers, etc., by George
Cheyne. Cheyne, like Johnson and Brodal an autopathographer, presents his own case most thoroughly, apologizing for his apparently "indecent and shocking Egotism" in making himself his own subject.\(^{45}\) In the final section of the work, "The Case of the Author," Cheyne comments on the case history as narrative. "I have," he writes, "written this in a plain narrative Stile, with the fewest Terms of Art possible, without supposing my Reader, or shewing myself, to have look'd ever into a physical Book before."\(^{46}\) In Cheyne's case, the pages of case histories that conclude his book serve as proofs of his theories about certain kinds of disorders and anchor his controversial proposals for therapy.

Cheyne discusses case-history writing in relation to the eighteenth-century social context of clinical diagnoses. He remarks that composing the third section of his work, titled "Variety of Cases that illustrate and confirm the method of cure," was "the most difficult and unpleasant Part of my Work."\(^{47}\) Some of his patients are still alive, and he worries about incurring their wrath:

> The Distempers of Patients are sacred, (Res sacra miser) and nervous Distempers especially, are under some kind of Disgrace and Imputation, in the Opinion of the Vulgar and Unlearned; they pass among the Multitude, for a lower degree of Lunacy, and the first Step towards a distemper'd Brain: and the best Construction is Whim, Ill-Humour, Peevishness or Particularity; and in the Sex, Daintiness, Fantasticalness or Coquetry.\(^{48}\)

To counteract these superstitions, Cheyne argues vigorously that "nervous distempers" are as much bodily ills as are fevers and smallpox, though he goes on to reveal medicocultural assumptions himself when he writes that such distempers virtually never occur "to any but those of the liveliest and quickest natural Parts, whose Faculties are the brightest and most spiritual, and whose Genius is most keen and penetrating," even arguing he has "seldom ever observ'd a heavy, dull, earthy, clod-pated Clown, much troubled with nervous Disorders."\(^{49}\) The cultural anthropologist Clifford Geertz provides one theoretical model for locating the interpretive role of extraobjective factors of the sort that trouble Cheyne. He elaborates what he calls, borrowing from the English philosopher Gilbert Ryle, "thick description."\(^{50}\) Geertz takes an essentially semiotic approach to his own disciplinary practice, ethnography, and argues that this discipline's object is to sort out its data into structures of signification that explain, not the ontological status of human behav-
iors and rituals, but their import. Data thus interpreted—that is, thickly (intelligibly) described within a cultural context—become another order of interpretation within anthropological writings. Such writings, Geertz argues, are fictions, not because they are unfactual or false, but because they represent imaginative acts of representation. Ethnographers turn events and behaviors into narrative or expository accounts; they inscribe actions, and it is within and from these accounts that conclusions are drawn.

Acts of interpretation—literary, cultural, or diagnostic—always raise distinctions between description and explanation. In so doing, interpretations make clear that to offer an account of images, or rituals, or symptoms is to systematize and order. Geertz uses medicine to demonstrate this problem in his discussion of "clinical inference," or generalization within cases. "Symptoms," he writes, "are scanned for theoretical peculiarities—that is, they are diagnosed"; put differently, clinical inference "begins with a set of (presumptive) signifiers and attempts to place them within an intelligible frame." In another essay, Geertz argues that "there is more to diagnosis, either medical or sociological, than the identification of pertinent strains; one understands symptoms not merely etiologically but teleologically—in terms of the ways in which they operate as mechanisms, however unavailing, for dealing with the disturbances that have generated them." The case report, if we read it within Geertz's model of interpretive writing, produces a context around groupings of symptoms and signs and findings, and articulates these data into a narrative whose goal is to move toward explanation, therapy, and resolution. In the end, ethnographic expositions and patient histories disclose prevailing explanatory schemes and the social ideologies inevitably subscribed to by their authors, and these writings are thereby anchored in particular times and places as well as in particular evolutions of knowledge about their content. This context production, the development of a framework of knowledge and assumptions on which to attach a patient's symptoms, is at the heart of the diagnostic process. Aristotle reassured the insecure poet that "the error is less if the artist did not know that female deer have no horns than if he failed to draw a recognizable picture." The physician cannot be so blithely reassured. The genre of case reporting itself postulates a discursive practice that constrains an ostensibly scientific proceeding within a rhetorical structure. This structure, in its formal positioning of narrative elements, regulates the evaluation of evidence. Professional medicine has created and codified a clinical discourse with its own governing rules and its
own vast vocabulary. In the clinical case record, language mediates bodily experience so that such experience can be made available for interpretation.

I have not been concerned with therapeutics in this essay, but rather with medical practice's inaugurating gesture: to know and to record status changes in the human body. It has been my contention that if we want to understand the primary discourse of medical knowledge—the medical case history—we need to position that discourse in relation to other explanatory uses of narrative language. Physicians act as ethnographers, historians, and biographers when they take patient histories and when they write up case reports. Recognizing these historiographic functions of the diagnostic process in the context of other kinds of historiography allows us to recognize as well the way medical practice participates in the production of cultural discourses.
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